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Abstract

The networked combat system-of-system (CSOS) is the trend of combat development with the innovation of technology. The achievement of combat effectiveness requires CSOS to have a good ability to deal with external interference. From the perspective of complex networks, the modeling of CSOS is carried out, and the robustness of the combat network is explored based on this. Firstly, a more realistic double-layer heterogeneous interdependent combat network model is established. Then, the conditional group dependency situation is considered to design failure rules for dependent failure, and the coupling relation between the double-layer subnets is analysed for cascading failure. Furthermore, the initial load and capacity of the node are defined, respectively, as well as the load redistribution strategy and the status judgment rules for the cascading failure model. Simulation experiments are carried out by changing the attack modes and different parameters, and the results show that the robustness of the combat network can be effectively improved by improving the tolerance limit of one-way dependency of the functional net, the node capacity of the functional net and the tolerance of the overload state. The conclusions of this paper can provide a useful reference for the network structure optimization and network security protection in military field.
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1 Introduction

Informatization warfares are systematic operations based on information systems, and information has increasingly become the dominant factor in combat. In actual operations, one or several nodes in the combat network may fail due to combat attacks or random failures. The service processing load of these failed nodes will be transmitted through the information flow and cause secondary failures of other nodes. A larger-scale chain effect caused by the load reallocation will eventually lead to partial failure or even complete collapse of the network. In the current situation, the components and structural relations of the current combat network are increasingly complex, and the information interaction is becoming increasingly frequent. Therefore, studying the characteristics and laws of the cascading failure of the combat network through reasonable models is of great importance, as long as it can effectively reduce the risk of cascading failure and make the combat network more robust.

In recent years, scholars have proposed many different models to study the network cascading failure. For example, Kinney et al. \cite{1} proposed a cascade failure model based on efficiency analysis for the power grid, considering the situation that the node does not disappear after failure. Wang et al. \cite{2} proposed a stochastic Markov model, which is able to capture the progression of cascading failures by a flow redistribution model.
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Yuan [3] introduced a cascading failure model for the complex network with hierarchy structure. The redistribution method of the model takes the hierarchy heterogeneity into consideration, of which the network tends to redistribute extra load to intact nodes of the same or higher hierarchies. Yin et al. [4] proposed the cascading failure model based on the characteristics of the changeable load and the fixed capacity of the node in scale-free network. Duan et al. [5] proposed a complex network cascading failure model with adjustable load redistribution range and load redistribution heterogeneity, and analyzed the cascading failure conditions on a scale-free network.

Although existing researches have deepened the theoretical understanding of cascading failures, most of them still have some deficiencies: 1) The researches mainly focus on the single-layer network, and there are few researches on the cascading failure model of the network with hierarchical structure and coupling characteristics. 2) The research on hierarchical structure-dependent failure needs to be further explored. 3) The method of load redistribution needs to consider the actual situation, the load is not simply distributed among all neighboring nodes. As for these problems, we are going to establish a heterogeneous dependent network model with a double-layer structure according to the actual situation of the combat network, design the rules of dependent failure and overload cascading failure, and discuss the robustness of the combat network through simulation experiments.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the double-layer combat network model is established based on real situations. In Section 3, the failure model combing conditional group-dependent failure model and cascading failure model is proposed. Attack modes are also classified according to different objects and intention. In Section 4, some experiments based on the simulated combat networks are carried out to analyse the influence of different parameters and attack modes on system robustness. The conclusions and the future work follow in Section 5.

2 Double-layer heterogeneous interdependent combat network

To be as real as possible, the combat network is modeled from two aspects. One is the physical net in terms of physical aspect, and the other is the functional net in terms of logic. For the combat physical net, each equipment is deployed in a dispersed manner in physical locations, and undertakes the task of transmission of energy and material dominated by information flow. Therefore, equipment is the basis for communication and information transmission. An information grid network that achieves high data sharing, efficient information interaction, dynamic port access and flexible combination requirements is the result of the deep fusion of the above equipments. Considering the network whose main function is communication as the physical net, the definition of it is given as follows:

Definition 2.1. Suppose $G_W = (V, W_a, E, W_b)$ is the physical net of combat system-of-system (CSOS), in which the node set is $V = \{v_1, v_2, \cdots, v_{NW}\}$, $v_i$ represents the combat equipment with communication function in the physical net, and $NW$ is the number of nodes. $W_a = \{w_{i|v_i}\}$ represents the attributes of the node, including its initial load and bearable capacity. The set of edges is $E = \{e_1, e_2, \cdots, e_{MW}\}$, where $e_i = \{e_{jk|v_j \times v_k}\}$ represents the communication relations among different nodes, and $MW$ is the number of edges. The existence of edge is mainly determined by infrastructure deployment, affiliation and mission requirement. It is generally relatively fixed, and will be flexible and changeable when carrying out missions. $W_b = \{w_{jk|e_{jk}}\}$ is the attribute of the communication edge, such as bandwidth and delay.

For simplicity, it is assumed that the physical net is fixed and undirected and $W_b = 1$, so the initial perturbation of the network topology and the performance on edges will not be considered.

As for functional net, the combat units and relations among them in CSOS are usually abstracted into the nodes and edges of the complex network, namely, O, P, D, A nodes and the corresponding edges [6]. There are complex interaction relations among different units, forming a network structure of heterogeneous components,
multi-point interaction, multi-domain fusion and dynamic evolution, so the heterogeneous information network is used for modeling. The functional net of CSOS with heterogeneous information is defined as follows:

**Definition 2.2.** Suppose $G_D = (V, W, E, W_6; \psi; V_G, E_G)$ is the functional net of CSOS, where the node set is $V = \{v_1, v_2, \cdots, v_{N_G}\}$, and $N_G$ is the number of nodes. $W_a = \{w_i|v_i\}$ represents the service attributes of the functional node, including the service category, processing load and affordable capacity undertaken by the node. $E = \{e_1, e_2, \cdots, e_{M_G}\}$ is the edge set, in which $M_G$ is the number of edges. $W_b = \{w_{jk}|e_{jk}\}$ is an attribute of the edge, indicating the interaction strength of service information. Both nodes and edges have characteristics of type. The type set of nodes is $V_G$, and there is a mapping function $\varphi : V \rightarrow V_G$ that satisfies $\varphi(v_i) \in V_G$, while type set of edges is $E_G$ with mapping function $\psi : E \rightarrow E_G$ satisfying $\psi(e_i) \in E_G$. If $|V_G| > 1$ or $|E_G| > 1$, then the functional net of CSOS is called heterogeneous combat functional network (HCFN).

Similarly, for the sake of simplicity, this paper assumes that the service interaction strength of the edge of the HCFN is within the acceptable range, so the attribute characteristics of the edge are not considered. What’s more, the type set of nodes is $V_G = \{O, P, D, A\}$, and the type set of directed edge is $E_G = \{O - O, O - P, P - P, P - D, D - D, D - A\}$.

In addition, the functional net is unidirectionally dependent on the physical net to achieve combat utility. Although the obtained and processed intelligence information and command orders are all circulated in the functional net, the information exchanges among the nodes are all based on communication units in practice. Apart from the physical net and the functional net, there is another important network called dependent net. To build the dependent relation between CSOS, the following two assumptions need to be specified:

1. The node in CSOS only have a single function, that is, node C of the physical net can only perform information transmission, node O of the functional net can only perform information acquisition, node P can only perform information processing, node D can only perform commands and decisions, and node A can only perform combat attack.

2. Although the physical net is abstracted from the actual equipment, it is assumed that the constraints of space and time are neglected when it undertakes communication missions. Therefore, the connection conditions will not be taken into consideration for how the functional net depends on the physical net.

The functional net relies on the physical net on the basis of the above assumptions, then we can construct a double-layer heterogeneous interdependent combat network (DHICN) of CSOS, which is defined as follows:

**Definition 2.3.** Assuming that the physical net of CSOS is $G_W$, the corresponding functional net of is $G_G$. The coupling relation between two networks is $E_D = \{E_{GW}, E_{WG}\}$, which means that the functional net relies on the physical net. When the dependency node $v^G_i \rightarrow v^W_j$, let $E_D(v^G_i, v^W_j) = 1$, $E_D(v^W_j, v^G_i) = 1$. The dependency nodes and edges form a dependent net as $G_D$. All networks above together constitute the double-layer heterogeneous interdependent combat network (DHICN) of CSOS, which is denoted as

$$G = (G_G, G_D, G_W).$$

(1)

The adjacency matrix of DHICN is expressed as

$$S = \begin{bmatrix} S_G & S_{GW} \\ S_{WG} & S_W \end{bmatrix},$$

(2)

where $S_G$ represents the adjacency matrix of the functional net, correspondingly $S_W$ and $S_{WG}(S_{GW})$ are the adjacency matrices of the physical net and interdependent net.

It is worth noting that the above-mentioned dependencies between heterogeneous coupling networks can be the type of one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-one [7].

**Example 1.** According to the network model described in Definition 2.3, the network structure of DHICN for CSOS is given for a certain combat scenario, as shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the functional net is
composed of nodes and edges corresponding to four combat units including O, P, D, and A, and the physical net is composed of nodes corresponding to different communication support units. Based on the dependent net, the functional net and the physical net form asymmetric coupling relations.

Figure 1: Structure diagram of DHICN for CSOS.

The widely studied combat cycle model take the loop composed of the target node T, search node S, decision node D and influence node I as a measure of combat capability [8]. Inspired by this work, the functional net of CSOS in this paper also presents the flow of information when relying on the physical net’s communication nodes. The information flow model based on communication nodes is shown in Figure 2. As we can see from the figure, the red solid lines represent the entire information flow of combat links, and the gray dotted lines indicate the information transmission through physical net. According to the dependency rule, the information flow of the most typical combat link ‘O→P→D→A’ will be transformed into ‘O→C→P→C→D→C→A’, and other type of combat links can also be obtained similarly. Once the communication node in Figure 2 is broken, the combat link will be destroyed and CSOS will lose its combat capability. Therefore, the coupling relation between functional net and physical net is tighter and more important in DHICN of CSOS.

Figure 2: Information flow model based on communication nodes.

3 Failure model for DHICN

Most common interdependence network models are based on one-to-one dependent pattern, which have no feedback characteristics and are convenient for analysis [9]. Quite a lot of researches on the robustness of interdependent networks are also based on this pattern [10–13], but such strict dependencies often do not exist in practice. The situation of one-to-many dependency is relatively common, which is called group dependency or multiple dependency [14]. If any one of the depended nodes fails, the dependent node fails according to the traditional analysis method. Therefore, the group dependency greatly affects the robustness of the interdependent network. As long as a small number of nodes are attacked, the entire interdependent network may collapse, but the network in real life is not so fragile [15, 16]. In addition to wired communication, there are many other communication methods for the physical net of DHICN, such as short-wave communication, ultra-short-wave communication and satellite communication. Therefore, when the functional net depends on the physical net, as long as a certain percentage of the depended nodes are still working well, the dependent
functional nodes will not fail.

3.1 Asymmetric dependent failure

Asymmetric dependent network is a one-way dependent network. According to the classical dependent failure model [17], the asymmetric dependent failure rules for complex networks are given: For a node that depends on the other subnet, when all its dependent nodes fail or it is not in the maximal component, the node fails; for a node of the relied subnet, when it is not in the maximal component, the node fails. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the asymmetric dependent failure process of DHICN of CSOS. The relied physical net node $C_1$ is initially attacked and then fails. All edges connected to $C_1$ are removed. In the second failure, the functional net nodes $G_1$ and $G_3$ that depend on $C_1$ fail due to the previous failure. Node $C_4$ also fails because it is not in the maximal component. In the third failure, nodes $G_4$ and $G_6$ fail because the disconnection with $G_1$ and $G_3$ and are no longer in the maximal component of the functional network. Node $G_2$ will stay normal although its connection with node $C_4$ is interrupted. Since there are no more nodes that meet the failure rules, the failure process stops and a stable state is reached.

![Figure 3: Asymmetric dependent failure process.](image)

3.2 Conditional group-dependent failure

There is a default rule in asymmetric dependent failure, that is, the dependent failure will not happen as long as the dependent relation of nodes is maintained, such as node $G_2$ in Figure 3. Based on this, a conditional group-dependent failure model is proposed. This model can tolerate the partial dependent failure of nodes, as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Conditional group dependency failure.](image)

As we can see in the figure, the network A is unidirectionally dependent on the Network B, and the scale
of the dependency can be different. Let the tolerance limit $\tau$ of the conditional group-dependent failure model be 0.5. As for the node $a$ in the network $A$, one of the three nodes it relies on has failed, so the failure ratio is $\frac{1}{3}$, which does not exceed the tolerance limit. Node $a$ will stay normal while node $b$ will have dependent failure because it has a failure ratio of $\frac{3}{4}$ and the value exceeds the tolerance limit.

### 3.3 Cascading failure model considering overload

In addition to the dependent failure, it is necessary to consider other problems caused by the internal operating mechanism of DHICN. For the physical net, the communication node has its inherent capacity limit. When the load exceeds the tolerable range, it will lead to cascading failure. The same situation occurs on the functional net when the service processing is overloaded. Motter and Lai proposed the ‘M-L’ model [17, 18] to describe this phenomenon. Based on this, Peng et al. [19] presented a cascading failure model considering the load and combined it with the dependent failure model. Hao et al. [20] proposed a cascading failure model considering the overload state when facing the traffic jam. Inspired by this, we establish a cascading failure model considering the overload state for the physical net and functional net, respectively, and then integrate it with the dependent failure model. The specific process of overload cascading failure is: Each node has an initial load at the beginning. When a node fails due to the attack or other reasons, the load of this node will be redistributed according to certain rules. The load-obtained node will fail with a certain probability. If the node fails, a new round of load redistribution and node failure will be triggered. For the physical net, the load is redistributed among the nodes in the entire network, while the load redistribution is limited to nodes of the same type as to the functional net.

#### 3.3.1 Initial load

The simplest initial load can be defined as the exponential power of the node degree. However, from the perspective of information interaction, a more reasonable definition of the initial load is the function of the information path, that is, the betweenness of the node [18]. Since betweenness is the global topology information, for large-scale networks, if the structure is not completely known, it is not easy to obtain the initial load. And the complexity of betweenness calculation is very high, which may not be suitable for situations with high real-time requirements. From the perspective of ‘local definition and local allocation’, Wang et al. [21] presented a method for calculating initial loads based on local information. And it is proved that the proposed initial load which uses the function of the product of the node degree and the degree of neighbors is positively correlated with betweenness. According to the above idea, the initial load of the THICN is defined separately based on the physical net and the functional net.

The initial load of the physical net node is

$$L_{W_i}(0) = \left( \sum_{j \in \Gamma_i} k_j \right)^{\kappa_W}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_W,$$

where $\kappa_W$ is the adjustment parameter, which is used to control the initial load distribution of communication nodes; $\Gamma_i$ is the subscript set of neighbors of node $v_i$.

The initial processing load of the functional net node is

$$L_{G_i}(0) = \left( \sum_{j \in \Gamma_i} k_j \right)^{\kappa_G}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_G,$$

where $\kappa_G$ is the adjustment parameter, which is used to adjust the initial load distribution of functional nodes; $\Gamma_i$ is the subscript set of neighbors of node $v_i$. 
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3.3.2 Node capacity

Due to the cost constraints, there is an upper limit of node capacity in load-induced network. The usual way to define the node capacity is to assume that it is proportional to its initial load. However, in most real networks, nodes with smaller capacity usually have larger remaining capacity. The relation between node capacity and load is more likely to be a nonlinear model [22,23]. In DHICN of CSOS, if the initial load of the node is large, it indicates that the node is essential. The more important the node is, the more frequently it interacts with other nodes in information or service processing. Therefore, the corresponding residual capacity of the node is small. On the contrary, the load of the less important node is smaller, and there will be more free capacity [24]. Here we adopt the nonlinear model to define the node capacity based on Kim’s work [22].

The node capacity of the physical net is

\[ C_i^W = L_i^W(0) + \lambda_W \cdot L_i^W(0)^{\gamma_W}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_W, \]  

(5)

where \( \lambda_W \) and \( \gamma_W \) are the adjustment parameters.

The node capacity of the functional net is

\[ C_i^G = L_i^G(0) + \lambda_G \cdot L_i^G(0)^{\gamma_G}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_G, \]  

(6)

where \( \lambda_G \) and \( \gamma_G \) are the adjustment parameters.

Figure 5 presents the relation between the initial load and capacity in nonlinear and linear forms. It can be seen from the figure that the nonlinear model in this paper conforms to the actual situation analyzed above. Specially, the nonlinear model degenerates into a linear model when \( \gamma = 1 \), which shows that it is more general.

![Figure 5: Relation between initial load and capacity.](image)

3.3.3 Redistribution strategy of load

After a node fails, the current load will propagate in a certain way. The common redistribution methods such as local redistribution [25], global redistribution [26] and average distribution [27] have different effects on the robustness of the network when facing cascading failures. For the physical net, the communication transmission is generally addressed according to the principle of the minimum number of hops, so local distribution is more inclined to be adopted. In this paper, we proposed a load redistribution strategy based on the initial static load and subsequent dynamic load, which is as follows:

The static allocation ratio for neighbors of failed node \( v_i \) at time 0 is

\[ \Pi_{ij}^s = \frac{L_i^W(0)}{\sum_{j \in T_i} L_j^W(0)}. \]  

(7)
And the dynamic allocation ratio at time $t$ is represented as

$$\Pi_{ij}^d = \frac{L_{W_i}^i(t)}{\sum_{j \in T_i} L_{W_j}^j(t)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Therefore, the synthetic allocation ratio is as follows:

$$\Pi_{ij}^W = \eta \Pi_{ij}^s + (1 - \eta) \Pi_{ij}^d,$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\eta$ is the proportion parameter of two redistribution methods. Then the new obtained load of neighbor node $v_j$ is expressed as

$$\Delta L_{W_i}^{ij}(t) = \Pi_{ij}^W L_{W_j}^j(t).$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

And we can update the load of the physical net’s nodes by the following expression:

$$L_{W_i}(t + 1) = L_{W_i}^i(t) + \sum_{j \in \Gamma_k} \Delta L_{W_i}^{ij}(t).$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

In the same way, the processing load distribution method of the functional net is easy to obtain. However it should be noted that the redistribution only occurs among the same type functional nodes. The node load after a new round of failure is shown as follows:

$$L_{G_i}(t + 1) = L_{G_i}^i(t) + \sum_{j \in \Gamma_k} \Delta L_{G_i}^{ij}(t).$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

### 3.3.4 Failure status judgment

In the classical ‘M-L’ model [18], a node has only two states, namely, the normal state and the failed state. Hao et al. [20] proposed a cascading failure model of complex networks considering overloaded nodes. When the load of the node exceeds its capacity, the node will fail with a certain probability in the certain bearing range $\delta$. This state is called the critical state. When the load exceeds the above range, the node fails directly. Motivated by this, the specific rules for judging the failure situation after the node obtains the reallocated load are as follows:

1. if $L_i(t) \leq C_i^i$, the node $v_i$ does not fail.
2. if $C_i^i < L_i(t) \leq (1 + \delta)C_i^i$, the node $v_i$ is in the critical failure state. Although the load of node exceeds the capacity, it is still within the affordable range. The more the node is overloaded, the greater the probability of node failure, and the failure probability is

$$p_i(t) = \frac{L_i(t) - C_i^i}{\delta C_i^i}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (13)

When $p_i(t)$ is greater than a random number, the node $v_i$ fails.

3. if $L_i(t) > (1 + \delta)C_i^i$, the node $v_i$ fails immediately.

In summary, taking the cascading failure of the physical net as an example, the failure probability of node $v_i$ is presented as

$$p_W^i(t) = \begin{cases} 0, & L_W^i(t) \leq C_W^i, \\ \frac{L_W^i(t) - C_W^i}{\delta}, & C_W^i < L_W^i(t) \leq (1 + \delta)C_W^i, \\ 1, & L_W^i(t) > (1 + \delta)C_W^i. \end{cases} \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

For the cascading failure of the functional net, the processing load can only spread among nodes of the same type. Once a functional node fails, the processing load of it will redistribute among neighbor nodes according to the same information transmission or service transactions. If the processing load of the current node has been updated, the probability of whether this node fails is similar to Equation (14), and will not be repeated.
3.4 Attack mode

In combat confrontation, attacks on combat networks are generally divided into random attacks and intended attacks [28]. Random attack is to randomly select a number of nodes to make them invalid, while the intended attack is to make nodes invalid according to a certain order of node importance. Since DHICN is a double-layer network, there are different attack modes for different networks. For example, in different combat phases, the enemy may select specific functional net nodes to attack or destroy the nodes of the physical net randomly. According to the attack object of combat network and the attack intention, the attack mode can be divided into the following six types:

1. Random Single Physical Network Attack (RSPA), randomly select nodes with a ratio $f$ from the physical net to attack, and let these nodes fail.

2. Intended Single Physical Network Attack (ISPA), select nodes with a ratio $f$ from the physical net according to the descending node degree, and let them fail by attacking.

3. Random Single Functional Network Attack (RSFA), randomly select nodes with a ratio $f$ from the physical net to attack, and let these nodes fail.

4. Intended Single Functional Network Attack (ISFA), select nodes with a ratio $f$ from the functional net according to the descending node degree, and let them fail by attacking.

5. Random Double Networks Attack (RDA), randomly select nodes with a ratio $0.5f$, respectively, from the physical and functional net to attack, and let these nodes fail.

6. Intended Double Networks Attack (IDA), select nodes with a ratio $0.5f$, respectively, from the physical net and functional net according to the descending node degree, and let them fail by attacking.

Different attack modes may have different effects on robustness. Combining the asymmetric dependent failure model and overload cascading failure model, the failure process of the DHICN of CSOS can be represented as Figure 6, in which the dashed boxes of three different colors representing different attacked objects. These nodes in double-layer network will suffer random attacks or intended attacks. As can be seen from the figure, the failure process of the physical net always leads to the failure of the functional net, so the functional net is more fragile. Any disturbance in the network may cause serious consequences of ‘failure, disconnection and paralysis’.

![Figure 6: Failure process under different attack modes.](image-url)
4 Simulation experiments on robustness

4.1 Robustness evaluation index

The general definition of the robustness of the system network is the ability of the to maintain its original functions, characteristics and organizational structure under external disturbances [29]. In this paper, the robustness of DHICN for CSOS refers to the ability of the system to continue maintaining combat performance after some nodes failed in the network. Due to the existence of functional net in DHICN, the performance evaluation can be more real. Here we define the robustness evaluation index from two aspects:

The first aspect about the robustness measure is based on combat network topology. The scale of maximal component is selected as an index of the damage effect of the combat network. One individual component is a subgraph with connectivity and isolation in the network. As a result, the maximal component is a subgraph with the largest node scale in the network, which is denoted as $S_{\text{huge}}$. With the increase of the scale of the maximal component in the combat network, the interconnections among combat network nodes get closer and the information flow efficiency of combat network becomes higher. In this paper, we adopt the approach of node shrinking to iteratively calculate the scale of the maximal component [30]. The initial maximal component of DHICN is

$$S_{\text{huge}}(G) = N_{G} + N_{W},$$

where $N_{G}$ and $N_{W}$ are the node number of the functional net and the physical net, respectively.

The second aspect about the robustness evaluation index is based on the operational capability of the combat network. The number of kill links can be used to describe the operational capability of a combat network [31]. In the case of DHICN of CSOS, the number of combat effectiveness links (CELKs) $S_{\text{links}}$ is introduced to measure the operational capability. According to the idea of Boyd’s OODA cycle [32], combat network exerts operational capability by forming an CELK of ‘intelligence obtaining–intelligence processing–commanding and decision–attack and damage’ around the target, namely, the OODA kill link. For a more general CELK, the mutual coordination among the intelligence obtaining node O, the intelligence processing node P and the commanding and decision node D should also be taken into consideration. The flow of generalized CELK with target is demonstrated in the generalized combat efficiency loop (CELP) (see Figure 7).

![Generalized CELP diagram](image-url)

Figure 7: Generalized CELP diagram.

Since the node cooperation in generalized CELK may lead to an infinite long link, seven types of CELKs
commonly used in practice are selected as the basis for quantity calculation. The detailed description of those CELKs is indicated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CELK</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O–P–D–A</td>
<td>The standard CELK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O–O–P–D–A</td>
<td>CELK with cooperative detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O–P–P–D–A</td>
<td>CELK with information interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O–P–D–D–A</td>
<td>CELK with coordinated command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O–O–P–P–D–A</td>
<td>CELK with cooperative detection and information interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O–O–P–D–D–A</td>
<td>CELK with cooperative detection and coordinated command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O–O–P–P–D–D–A</td>
<td>CELK with cooperative detection, coordinated command and information interaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accessibility matrix $\tilde{S}$ of the entire combat network is calculated according to the adjacency matrix $S$ of the functional net:

$$(S + I)^{(1)} \neq (S + I)^{(2)} \neq \cdots \neq (S + I)^{(r)} = (S + I)^{(r+1)} = \tilde{S},$$

where $I$ is the identity matrix. Equation (16) is the power boolean operation on $(S + I)$. The connectivity between intelligence obtaining and attack/damage nodes can be known based on the accessibility matrix. For any node $O_i$ and node $A_j$, if $S(i, j) = 1$, then $O_i$ can reach $A_j$ according to a path with practical meaning. Assuming $S(j, i) = 1$, then the number of CELPs is the trace of the product of the corresponding nodes’ accessibility matrices, which is also the number of CELKs. Because of the dependency of functional net on physical, the information transmission must go through the communication node as shown in Figure 2. The CELK should also correspondingly consider the role of communication nodes. Taking the ‘O→P→D→A’ link as an example, the number of this link can be calculated by

$$S_{OPDA}(G) = \text{tr}(S_{OC} \times S_{CP} \times S_{CD} \times S_{CA} \times S_{AO}).$$

Then the total number of links is calculated by

$$S_{\text{links}}(G) = \sum_{i=1}^{7} S_{\text{link}, i}(G).$$

The robustness of the combat network in this paper is calculated by relative metrics. For the original combat network $G$ which has not been attacked, the initial largest component scale is $S_{\text{huge}}(G)$. The amount of CELKs is $S_{\text{links}}(G)$. For the attacked combat network $G'$, the corresponding largest component scale and the number of CELKs are $S_{\text{huge}}(G')$ and $S_{\text{links}}(G')$, respectively. We can measure the robustness of the combat network in the following expression:

$$R = \left( \frac{S_{\text{links}}(G')}{S_{\text{links}}(G)} \right)^{\alpha} \left( \frac{S_{\text{huge}}(G')}{S_{\text{huge}}(G)} \right)^{1-\alpha},$$

where $\alpha$ is a proportion parameter indicating the preference to two different metrics. The default value of $\alpha$ is 0.5.

4.2 Experiment results and analysis

In order to study the robustness of DHICN of CSOS, the simulation experiment was carried out by using the model network. Model networks such as ER random network [33], Goh scale-free network with tunable parameter [34], and NW small world network [35] are selected as functional net and physical net, respectively.
The network scale of functional net is $N_G = 150$, where $N_O = 50$, $N_P = 40$, $N_D = 30$, $N_A = 30$, and the scale of physical net is $N_W = 100$. As for the parameter setting of the model network, the connection probability among different nodes in the ER-net is $p_{OO} = 0.02$, $p_{OP} = 0.03$, $p_{PP} = 0.05$, $p_{PD} = 0.03$, $p_{DD} = 0.05$, $p_{DA} = 0.03$, $p_{AA} = 0.03$, $p_{CC} = 0.07$. The power exponent of Goh-net is $\beta = 2.3$, and the average degree of the network is $(k) = 6$. The functional nodes with different types are connected according to the parameters of the ER-net. The parameters of NW-net are $K = 2$, $p_{OO} = 0.08$, $p_{PP} = 0.1$, $p_{DD} = 0.14$, $p_{AA} = 0.14$ and $p_{CC} = 0.05$. The remaining nodes are also connected according to the parameters of the ER-net. The functional net one-way multiply depends on the physical net, and the scale of group dependency is always 5. To reduce the randomness in the experiment, each type of the above networks are repeatedly generated 300 times according to the given parameters. When conducting simulation experiments, unless otherwise specified, the following default parameters are uniformly used: $\tau = 0.8$, $\kappa_G = \kappa_W = 0.5$, $\lambda_G = \lambda_W = 1$, $\gamma_G = \gamma_W = 1.1$, $\delta_G = \delta_W = 0.3$.

The attack mode is IDA, the initial failure ratio $f$ is a range from 0 to 0.4.

The simulation software is Matlab 2016b with Windows10, and the hardware configuration is Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10750H CPU @ 2.60GHz.

4.2.1 Robustness to different attack modes

On the basis of the default parameters, change the attack mode to make the nodes fail in DHICN of CSOS. The combat network are attacked when the physical net and the functional net are ER-net, Goh-net and NW-net, respectively. To study the influence of asymmetric attack on the robustness of DHICN of CSOS, the variations of the robustness of the combat networks under six different attack modes are shown in Figure 8. As can be seen from the figure, the robustness of different attack modes with different model network structures is quite different. For attacks on the physical net and when the model network is the ER-net and the NW-net, whether it is a random or intended attack mode, the impact on the robustness of the system is almost the same. When the model network is Goh-net, the deliberate attack on the physical net has the greatest impact on the robustness of DHICN of CSOS although the ISFA mode has better attack effect for a short period of time. For attacks on the functional net and when the model network is the ER net and the NW net, the influence on robustness caused by ISFA mode is the greatest. When the model network is the Goh-net, the effect of ISFA mode is not as good as that of ISPA mode. Generally, deliberate attacks on double-layer networks have an impact on the robustness between that of ISPA mode and ISFA mode. For several types of network models to be attacked in different modes, the influence on the robustness of the combat network is complex, but the common feature is that the impact of deliberate attacks on the robustness is greater than that of random attacks, and random attacks on the double-layer network have a negative impact on the combat network’s robustness. Therefore, it is necessary to fully understand the architecture of the attacked object during combat, so that the attack strategy can be reasonably developed to achieve a better combat effect.

![Figure 8: Robustness with different attack mode.](image-url)
4.2.2 Robustness with different tolerance parameter $\tau$

In order to explore the influence of different tolerances on the dependence characteristics of DHICN of CSOS, the tolerance coefficient is varied in this experiment. Because the dependency scale of the group dependency is always 5, the value of tolerance coefficient is varying at an interval of 0.2. And the robustness of DHICN of CSOS when different model networks are used for simulation is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from the figure that the experiments under the three model networks have a consistent conclusion: the smaller the tolerance coefficient, the worse the robustness of the system. When the tolerance coefficient reaches a certain threshold, there is a certain upper limit for the change of robustness and the robustness drop curves no longer improve.

![Figure 9: Robustness with tolerance parameter $\tau$.](image)

4.2.3 Robustness to different parameter $\kappa$

Only changing the initial load parameters and keeping other parameters stable, we discuss the influence of parameter $\kappa$ on the robustness of DHICN of CSOS. Let the load parameter $\kappa_G$ of the functional net vary from 0.2 to 1.2 at an interval of 0.1, and the parameter $\kappa_W$ of the physical net also changes according to this rule. Simulation experiments are carried out with different parameters for two different hierarchical networks, and the results are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen from the figure that for the functional subnet, the robustness of the system improves with the increase of $\kappa_G$, but the performance improvement is smaller and smaller. When the initial failure ratio is small, the robustness decline curves almost overlap. With the increase of the failure ratio, the difference becomes obvious. This is because the parameter $\gamma$ of the node capacity is greater than 1, and the node capacity increases faster as the initial load increases, which appends the remaining capacity. Therefore, the overload cascading failure with a small initial failure ratio is alleviated to a certain extent. However, the robustness curve distinction is not obvious for the combat network with ER-net as the model network. Because the random connection makes the degree distribution more uniform, the node load and capacity are correspondingly more uniform and the difference of attack effect is not obvious. As for the physical net, the robustness curves of DHICN of CSOS almost completely coincide with the increase of $\kappa_W$. This is because the physical net plays the role of intermediary transmission. For these homogeneous nodes, as long as the nodes depended on the functional net are still in the maximal component of the physical net, the robustness of the combat network will not change. On the contrary, node failure of the functional net will have a great impact on the robustness.

4.2.4 Robustness to different parameter $\lambda$

Let the other parameters be fixed apart from the linear parameter of the node capacity. We examine the influence of parameter $\lambda$ on the robustness of the DHICN of CSOS. Let the parameter $\lambda_G$ of the functional net change in $[0.5, 3]$ at an interval of 0.5. Similarly, the parameter $\lambda_W$ of the physical net also vary according to this rule. Simulation experiments are carried out with different parameters for two different hierarchical networks, and the results are shown in Figure 11. It can be seen from the figure that for the functional net,
the robustness of the system improves with the increase of parameter $\lambda_G$, indicating that increasing the node capacity of the functional net can strengthen the robustness of the system. The magnitude of improvement for different model network is NW-net $>$ Goh-Net $>$ ER-Net. When the initial failure proportion is small, the robustness decreasing curves are almost the same, and the proportion of overlap increases with the accumulation of $\lambda_G$, indicating that there is an upper limit on the robustness decreasing curve. As the failure proportion increases, the difference under different conditions is gradually obvious, and then gradually approaches 0 due to the decrease of robustness. For the physical net, the robustness curves of the system almost completely coincide with the increase of $\lambda_W$, the reason is the same as that in Section 4.2.3.

### 4.2.5 Robustness to different parameter $\gamma$

When other parameters remain unchanged, only the nonlinear parameter $\gamma$ of node capacity is changed, and the influence of this parameter on the robustness of DHICN of CSOS is investigated. Let the load parameter $\gamma_G$ of the functional net change in $[0.5, 1.2]$ at an interval of 0.1. Similarly, the parameter $\gamma_W$ of the physical net also vary according to this rule. Simulation experiments are carried out with different parameters for two different hierarchical networks, and the results are shown in Figure 12. The relevant laws can be analyzed from the figure, and the conclusions are similar to those in Section 4.2.4.

![Figure 10: Robustness with different $\kappa$. (a), (b), (c) represent the robustness under different $\kappa_G$ when subnet is ER-net, Goh-net and NW-net, respectively; (d), (e), (f) represent the robustness under different $\kappa_W$ when subnet is ER-net, Goh-net and NW-net, respectively.](image-url)
Figure 11: Robustness with different $\lambda$. (a), (b), (c) represent the robustness under different $\lambda_G$ when subnet is ER-net, Goh-net and NW-net, respectively; (d), (e), (f) represent the robustness under different $\lambda_W$ when subnet is ER-net, Goh-net and NW-net, respectively.

Figure 12: Robustness with different $\gamma$. (a), (b), (c) represent the robustness under different $\gamma_G$ when subnet is ER-net, Goh-net and NW-net, respectively; (d), (e), (f) represent the robustness under different $\gamma_W$ when subnet is ER-net, Goh-net and NW-net, respectively.
Figure 13: Robustness with different $\delta$. (a), (b), (c) represent the robustness under different $\delta_G$ when subnet is ER-net, Goh-net and NW-net, respectively; (d), (e), (f) represent the robustness under different $\delta_W$ when subnet is ER-net, Goh-net and NW-net, respectively.

### 4.2.6 Robustness to different parameter $\delta$

Apart from the attack mode, tolerance limit of dependent failure and parameters of load and capacity, the robustness of DHICN of CSOS is also affected by the endurance parameter $\delta$. Let the endurance parameter $\delta_G$ of the functional net change in $[0.1, 0.9]$ at an interval of 0.1, and the parameter $\delta_W$ of the physical net also change according to this rule. Simulation experiments are carried out with different parameters for two different hierarchical networks, and the results are shown in Figure 13. As can be seen from the figure, for functional net, the smaller the $\delta_G$ is, the less robust the combat network is. With the increase of $\delta_G$, that is, the endurance proportion of the overload state increases, the probability of failure in the overload state will decrease. So the robust performance of the system will correspondingly improve. For the physical net, the robustness curves of the system almost completely coincide with the increase of $\delta_W$, the reason is also the same as that in Section 4.2.3.

### 5 Conclusions

The phenomenon of dependent cascading failure in DHICN of CSOS will lead to a complete collapse of the system in the face of a relatively small proportion of damage, resulting in the loss of combat effectiveness. Finding out the reasons that affect the robustness of the combat network to improve the system capability and further stop the collapse is of great significance. In this paper, a more real combat network model of DHICN of CSOS is established at first. Then the rules of asymmetric dependent failure and conditional group-dependent failure are designed. Furthermore, these models are combined with the cascading failure model considering overload. In the method of load reallocation, a local hybrid allocation strategy is proposed by combining the static and dynamic information. Finally, six different attack modes and different model parameters are considered to study the robustness of the combat network. The simulation results show that the robustness of the combat network can be effectively improved by improving the tolerance limit of one-way dependency of the functional net, the node capacity of the functional net and the tolerance of the overload state. When the attack intensity remains...
steady, the combat network’s ability to deal with deliberate attacks is weaker than that with random attacks. And for different attack methods, different model networks perform inconsistently. It is necessary to design a reasonable network structure to enhance the anti-destruction ability of the combat network.

The model established in this paper is more real, and the laws concluded from the simulation experiments have certain reference significance for optimizing the structure of the combat network and improving the robustness of CSOS. However, there are more practical and complex works need to be done in the future research, such as the effectiveness of the model on real data, the style of dependency between functional net and physical net, the impact of various dependency scales on robustness, the impact of collocation of different model networks on robustness, and the influence of multiple factors on system robustness.
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